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Abstract: The scientific studies of consciousness are mainly based on objective neural mechanism,1

relying on objects whose existence is independent of any consciousness, but generating epistemic and2

ontological problems. Alternatively, in this paper consciousness is assumed as fundamental, and the3

main feature of consciousness characterized as the other-dependent. This approach is mainly inspired4

by the Buddhism philosophy of the Yogacara school. Therefore, we set up a framework of compact5

closed category whose morphisms are composed of a set of generators being specified by relations6

with other generators. The framework naturally subsumes the other-dependent feature. Moreover, it7

is general enough, i.e. parameters in the morphisms take values in arbitrary commutative semirings,8

from which any finitely dimensional system can be dealt with, fitting well into a compositional model9

of consciousness. Finally, as a preliminary application of our framework, we explore a solution to a10

toy model of the feature biding problem.11

Keywords: Consciousness; Conscious Agents; Compositionality; Binding problem; Mathematics of12

Conciousness; Monoidal Categories.13

1. Introduction14

The science of consciousness have gained considerable understanding of objective neural15

mechanisms of consciousness, however, this strategy has also failed in recovering subjective features16

such as the unity of consciousness from these objective and measurable mechanisms. Thus, we present17

an alternative approach (Section 2), which takes inspiration from the Yogacara school [1,2], but also18

to some extent in line with the hypothesis of conscious agents [3], phenomenology [4], as well as19

other elements from the unified field hypothesis [5]. Following this approach, subjective aspects of20

reality, rather than physical objects, are here postulated as primitive and fundamental (Section 2.1),21

without falling into idealism nor dualism (Section 2.2). Meanwhile, the key feature of consciousness is22

characterised by other-dependent. This allows us to propose a compositional model for consciousness23

based on process theory, in other words, symmetric monoidal categories (Section 3 and 3.1). Process24

theory has proved successful at the moment to understand principles and mathematical structures of25

physical theories [6], such as quantum theory [7,8], causal models [9,10], relativity [11] and interestingly26

also natural language [12] and cognition [13,14]. At the core of process theory, there lies the principle of27

compositionality, which describes unity as the composition of basic elements [15,16]. Moreover, process28

theory is mathematically abstract thus ontologically neutral. All these make process theory suitable to29

search for structural properties of consciousness [17]. Specifically, in our model, we use generators in30

terms of diagrams as basic processes which are defined by interdependent relations between them31

(Section 3.2, 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). This clearly shows the consciousness feature of other-dependent. Our32

framework comes with a standard interpretation for each diagram (Section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4), making our33

theory sound, i.e. without contradictions inside. One goal of our framework is giving a mathematical34

formalism to target important questions about consciousness. For instance, unity of consciousness35

may naturally arise as result of composition, so here a toy model for the binding problem is described36
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as an application of our framework (Section 4). Eventually, the ultimate goal is recovering objective37

physical theories (e.g. standard quantum mechanics) from primitive notions of subjectivity that indeed38

would correspond to each other, avoiding ontological claims and without the need of invoking any39

physical realization but pure mathematical entities (Section 5).40

2. Philosophical considerations41

2.1. Consciousness as Fundamental42

The science of consciousness has proved elusive. On the one hand, biology and neuroscience have43

acquired considerable comprehension of objective neural mechanisms of consciousness [18]. On the44

other hand, the subjective aspects of conscious experience are mainly neglected by these approaches45

[19,20] or at least postponed for further developments [21]. The basic assumption is that subjective46

aspects of experience would emerge from the objective physical properties of the brain. In other words,47

the world, considered as both objective and subjective, might be entirely constructed by measurable48

physical generators, and subjective features of reality are merely consequences of the objective and49

measurable properties of the world. In this line, one would expect that taking a physical objective50

and mathematical theory, the subjective aspects of the experience may naturally emerge from the51

interaction and combination of these physical and mathematical generators. Nevertheless, scientific52

approaches to consciousness have failed in recovering subjectivity from the objective and measurable53

reality [19,20,22].54

It is well recognised that objectivity is a basic assumption of science. Objectivity relates to a55

perceived or unperceived object while subjectivity to a perceiving subject. The object is meant to exist56

independently of any subject to perceive it, and as such, objectivity is commonly associated with57

concepts like truth and reliability [23]. Contrary, subjectivity is always interdependent, it involves58

both perceived and perceiving aspects, making subjective properties dependent of others interactions59

and thereof not independent. The assumption of objectivity as primitive or fundamental is deeply60

grounded in classical neuroscience, as well as other scientific fields [24–26]. Contemporary theories of61

consciousness tend to focus on the physical parts from which, for example, the unity of experience62

would emerge as a whole. The parts are considered cells, neurons, brain regions, and the whole being63

the unified conscious experience. This is called building blocks models [5] or reductionist approaches64

[25].65

Nevertheless, there is an epistemic issue: "our knowledge is limited to the realm of our own66

subjective impressions, allowing us no knowledge of objective reality as it is in itself" [23]. One67

alternative to deal with that issue is to remove the assumption of objectivity and take consciousness as68

a primitive property of the world. One theoretical example is the conscious agent model [3,27], where69

the world consists of conscious agents and their experiences. Once the emergence of subjectivity is70

solved, now the inverse problem comes into play: how does objective phenomenon such as quantum71

physics or relativity arise from? Thus, the aim of such models is recovering fundamental physics from72

the agent’s interactions, for example, quantum mechanics [27]. Ontologically, conscious agent model is73

different than current scientific approaches to consciousness and cognition. Moreover, there is still74

much work to satisfactorily reach that goal, and it is not so evident that the current versions of conscious75

agent models are capable to recover the entire objective realm (see objections and replies section in76

[27]). Through these pages, we propose some new concepts toward answering these questions, as well77

as starting form the idea that consciousness and subjectivity are fundamental notion of reality.78

2.2. Yogacara Philosophy and Phenomenology79

Starting from subjective aspects of reality may sound new to modern science, but the discussion of80

epistemic restrictions have been part of millenary traditions such as Buddhism and its Yogacara school,81

long before phenomenology appears as the science of phenomena and experience. Yogacara (Sanskrit82

for Yoga Practice), also called Vijnanavada (Doctrine of Consciousness) or Vijnaptimatra (Consciousness83
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Only), is one of the two main branches of Mahayana (Great Vehicle) Buddhism (the other being84

Madhyamaka, Middle way). All the alternative names of Yogacara philosophy involve the key85

concept of consciousness, and specifically, consciousness-only. This concept is sometimes wrongly86

interpreted. Nevertheless, the meaning behind is closer to epistemic limitations mentioned in modern87

phenomenology than variants of philosophical idealism [1,28].88

To understand consciousness-only, another concept from the Yogacara philosophy is needed:89

Trisvabhāva or the three natures. Trisvabhāva is the premise that all the possible forms of existence are90

divided into three types: i) Parikalpita-svabhāva, the fully conceptualized nature, ii) Paratantra-svabhāva,91

the other dependent nature, and iii) Parinis.panna-svabhāva, the perfect-accomplished-real nature. As92

explained by [2]: "The first nature is the nature of existence produced from attachment to imaginatively93

constructed discrimination. The second nature is the nature of existence arising from causes and94

conditions. The third nature is the nature of existence being perfectly accomplished (real)". The third95

nature of existence is "the ultimate reality, something that never changes". An important remark is96

that this nature does not correspond to mind or the "ultimate mind" from which everything would97

originate. The ultimate reality is invariant and can not be directly depicted, it is neither objective nor98

subjective.99

Interestingly, these three natures are inseparable from the mind and its attributes (Citta-Caittas),100

as mentioned in Cheng Weishi Lun [29] and translated to English by [30]: "The mind and its attributes101

(Citta-Caittas), together with the manifestations produced by it (darsana and nimittabhaga), are102

engendered through numerous conditioning factors, and are thus like the phenomena produced103

by a magician’s tricks, which, not really existing though they seem to exist, deceive the ignorant.104

All this is called the nature of dependence on others (Paratantra). The ignorant thereupon perversely105

believe in them as Atman and as dharmas, which exist or do not exist, are identical or different, are106

inclusive or exclusive, etc. But, like flowers in the sky, etc., they are non-existent both in inner nature107

and external aspect. All this is called the nature of mere-imagination (Parikalpita). These things, which108

are thus dependent on others and are wrongly regarded as Atman and as dharmas, are in reality, all109

void (sunya). The genuine nature of consciousness thus revealed by this voidness is called the nature110

of ultimate reality (Parinispanna). Thus, these three natures are all inseparable from mind...". One111

can observe from the above citation, that consciousness as process is actually of the second nature112

of existence: the other dependent nature. Therefore, one main feature of consciousness processes113

is this "other dependent", unlike fundamental physical particles, whose existences are considered114

independent of others.115

This remark might become clear when the mind is defined as possessed by sentient beings. The116

second nature or the other dependent nature is what Yogacara refers to the mind and its attributes. On117

that framework, the mind, as part of sentient beings, is divided into eight types of consciousnesses,118

what in modern science one would call senses or ways of perceiving: the five sense-consciousnesses119

(eye or visual, ear or auditory, nose or olfactory, tongue or gustatory, body or tactile consciousnesses),120

mental consciousness, manas consciousness (the seventh or thought-centre consciousness), and alaya121

consciousness (the eighth or storehouse consciousness). Each type of consciousness manifests itself in122

two forms: the perceived division (nimittabhaga in Sanskrit) and the perceiving division (darsanabhaga123

in Sanskrit). Here, mental consciousness becomes relevant because it is closer to modern notions of124

awareness. Finally, the mind is not related to an invariant nature, but indeed, it is the major mechanism125

why illusions appear to us, sentient beings [1].126

Contrary to dualism, the notions above deny any conceptual duality (e.g. physical-non-physical,127

external-internal) regarding the perfect-accomplished-real nature. Different than idealism [28], the mind128

is not seen as cause effective of the rest of the world, by only of the illusion of distinctions on that129

world. Consciousness is essential because everything considered, affirmed or denied, even the idea130

of objectivity, occur to us only in consciousness. However, consciousness is not the ultimate reality.131

Therefore, the ontological query is suspended while an epistemic caution is reinforced: "all our efforts132

to get beyond ourselves are nothing but projections of our consciousness"[1]. In modern words,133
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consciousness-only would be better understood as a claim of awareness-only, or perception-only, much134

closer to phenomenology.135

3. Compositional Model of Consciousness136

As presented in the previous section, inspired by the philosophy of the Yogacara school, the key137

feature of consciousness is other-dependent. Following this idea, it is natural to model consciousness138

in a categorical framework where morphisms are composed from a given set of generators and each139

generator is specified by relations with other generators. In this section, we introduce such a framework140

based on the theory of ZX-calculus invented by Bob Coecke and Ross Duncan [31] as a graphical141

language for qubit quantum theory. This diagrammatic language is mathematically rigorous [8] and142

has proven useful to reconstruct different aspects of physical theories. However, our framework is143

much more general: all finite dimensional ZX-calculus are unified in a single one, thus called qufinite144

ZX∆-calculus, and the parameters take values in an arbitrary commutative semiring, rather than145

complex number only.146

In the sequel, we first give an introduction to the basic concepts in category theory and the concept147

of commutative semiring, then we present all generators and rewriting rules between them for the148

qufinite ZX∆-calculus.149

3.1. Preliminaries150

Category151

A category C consists of:152

• a class of objects ob(C);153

• for each pair of objects A, B, a set C(A, B) of morphisms from A to B;154

• for each triple of objects A, B, C, a composition map

C(B, C)× C(A, B) −→ C(A, C)
(g, f ) 7→ g ◦ f ;

• for each object A, an identity morphism 1A ∈ C(A, A),155

satisfying the following axioms:156

• associativity: for any f ∈ C(A, B), g ∈ C(B, C), h ∈ C(C, D), there holds (h ◦ g) ◦ f = h ◦ (g ◦ f );157

• identity law: for any f ∈ C(A, B), 1B ◦ f = f = f ◦ 1A.158

A morphism f ∈ C(A, B) is an isomorphism if there exists a morphism g ∈ C(B, A) such that g ◦ f = 1A159

and f ◦ g = 1B. A product category A×B can be defined componentwise by two categories A and B.160

Functor161

Given categories C and D, a functor F : C −→ D consists of:162

• a mapping
C −→ D

A 7→ F(A);

• for each pair of objects A, B of C, a map

C(A, B) −→ D(F(A), F(B))
f 7→ F( f ),

satisfying the following axioms:163
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• preserving composition: for any morphisms f ∈ C(A, B), g ∈ C(B, C), there holds F(g ◦ f ) =164

F(g) ◦ F( f );165

• preserving identity: for any object A of C, F(1A) = 1F(A).166

A functor F : C −→ D is faithful (full) if for each pair of objects A, B of C, the map

C(A, B) −→ D(F(A), F(B))
f 7→ F( f )

is injective (surjective).167

Natural transformation168

Let F, G : C −→ D be two functors. A natural transformation τ : F → G is a family (τA : F(A) −→169

G(A))A∈C of morphisms in D such that the following square commutes:170

F(A)
τA

F( f )

G(A)

F(B)
τB

G( f )

G(B)

171

for all morphisms f ∈ C(A, B). A natural isomorphism is a natural transformation where each of172

the τA is an isomorphism.173

Strict monoidal category174

A strict monoidal category consists of:175

• a category C;176

• a unit object I ∈ ob(C);177

• a bifunctor −⊗− : C× C −→ C,178

satisfying179

• associativity: for each triple of objects A, B, C of C, A⊗ (B⊗ C) = (A⊗ B)⊗ C; for each triple of180

morphisms f , g, h of C, f ⊗ (g⊗ h) = ( f ⊗ g)⊗ h;181

• unit law: for each object A of C, A⊗ I = A = I ⊗ A; for each morphism f of C, f ⊗ 1I = f =182

1I ⊗ f .183

Strict symmetric monoidal category184

A strict monoidal category C is symmetric if it is equipped with a natural isomorphism185

σA,B : A⊗ B→ B⊗ A186

for all objects A, B, C of C satisfying:

σB,A ◦ σA,B = 1A⊗B, σA,I = 1A, (1B ⊗ σA,C) ◦ (σA,B ⊗ 1C) = σA,B⊗C.
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Self-dual strict compact closed category187

A self-dual strict compact closed category is a strict symmetric monoidal category C such that for
each object A of C, there exists two morphisms

εA : A⊗ A→ I, ηA : I → A⊗ A

satisfying:188

(εA ⊗ 1A) ◦ (1A ⊗ ηA) = 1A, (1A ⊗ εA) ◦ (ηA ⊗ 1A) = 1A.

Commutative Semiring189

A commutative semiring is a set S equipped with addition + and multiplication ·, such that:190

• (S ,+) is a commutative monoid with identity element 0:

(a + b) + c = a + (b + c), 0 + a = a + 0 = a, a + b = b + a

• (S , ·) is a commutative monoid with identity element 1:

(a · b) · c = a · (b · c), a · b = b · a, 1 · a = a · 1 = a

• Multiplication left and right distributes over addition:

a · (b + c) = (a · b) + (a · c), (a + b) · c = (a · c) + (b · c)

• Multiplication by 0 annihilates elements in S :

0 · a = a · 0 = 0

3.2. Qufinite ZX∆-calculus as a Compositional Model of Consciousness191

In this section, we give a graphical calculus for processes which we call qufinite ZX∆-calculus192

which has a presentation in terms of diagrammatic generators and rewriting rules. Throughout this193

section, N = {0, 1, 2, · · · } is the set of natural numbers, 2 ≤ d ∈ N, ⊕ is the modulo d addition, S is an194

arbitrary commutative semiring. All the diagrams are read from top to bottom.195

3.2.1. Generators of Qufinite ZX∆-calculus196

First we give all the generators for the qufinite ZX∆ calculus.197
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m

n

−→αd
...

...

m

n

...

...

d

d dj

d
s t

s s

ss

st

ts

s

st

t
Table 1. Generators of qufinite ZX∆-calculus, where m, n ∈ N,−→αd = (a1, · · · , ad−1), ai ∈ S , i ∈
{1, · · · , d− 1}, j ∈ {0, 1, · · · , d− 1}, s, t ∈ N\{0}.

For simplicity, we make the following conventions:

−→
1 d

...

d
...

:=

...

...

d
:=

dj dj

d

:= djdj

dk :=

−−→ed−k

and

ε : ·
·· ·

·

·

· ··

·

·
· ·

·

·

·
:=

where
−→
1 d =

d−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1, · · · , 1), j ∈ {0, 1, · · · , d − 1}, k ∈ {1, · · · , d − 1},−−→ed−k =

d−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
(0, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

d−k

, · · · , 0), ε198

represents an empty diagram.199

3.2.2. Rules of Qufinite ZX∆-calculus200

Now we give some rewriting rules for qufinite ZX∆-calculus which specify the generators.201
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...

=

...

−→
βd...
...

−−→
αd βd... −−→

αd βd

...

...

...

=
−→αd

...
= =d d0

d

=
d

d d
=

di
dj

di⊕j

=...

...

...d...
=

...

...
d
......d

d

...

d

...

...
...d

=

=
dd

d
d

d
d
d

d
=

d

d

d
=

d
d
d

m m

......
d

= d
dj dj

dj

·
= ·

−→αd ·

· ··

·

·
·

·
d

·

·

·· ·

·
=

d
=d

d
dj dj

dj

Figure 1. Qufinite ZX∆-calculus rules I, where −→αd = (a1, · · · , ad−1),
−→
βd = (b1, · · · , bd−1),

−−→
αdβd =

(a1b1, · · · , ad−1bd−1), ak, bk ∈ S , k ∈ {1, · · · , d− 1}, j ∈ {0, 1, · · · , d− 1}, m ∈ N.
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d
=

d
d d

dj

=
dj

−→αd+
−→
1d

−→αd
=d =−→

0d d

−→αd

d

d

d

d
d=

d

−→αd

−→αd

d

d
=

d
d

d
d

d

d
d

d

d

d
d

d

d

d
d

d =

d
d d

d
d
d

d
d

d
d =

d
d

−→αd
−→
βd

−→αd+
−→
βd

st

ts =

st

st
st

ts

ts

=
s t

st

ts

stu

u
=

us

stu

tu

t
st

s t

stst

= st

Figure 2. Qufinite ZX∆-calculus rules II, where
−→
1 d =

d−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1, · · · , 1),

−→
0 d =

d−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
(0, · · · , 0),−→αd =

(a1, · · · , ad−1),
−→
βd = (b1, · · · , bd−1), ak, bk ∈ S , k ∈ {1, · · · , d− 1}, j ∈ {1, · · · , d− 1}, s, t, u ∈ N\{0}.
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Also we have the structure rules for a self-dual compact closed category:

=

ss s s
=

s s s s
= = s

s
s s sss

(1)

=

...

...

......

...

...

=

... ...

=

s1 s2 sk

t1 t2 tl

u

u

s1 s2 sk s1 s2 sk s1 s2 sk

t1 t2 tl t1 t2 tl t1 t2 tl

u
uu

u

u

u

s

s t

t
ts

ts

(2)
where s1

tl

s2

t2t1

...

...
sk

is an arbitrary diagram in the qufinite ZX∆-calculus.202

From that, the strict compact closed category C is defined. The objects of C are all the positive203

integers, and the monoidal product on objects are multiplication of integer numbers. Denote the204

set of generators listed in Table 1 as G. Let C[G] be a free monoidal category generated by G in the205

following way: any two diagrams D1 and D2 are placed side-by-side with D1 on the left of D2 to form206

the monoidal product on morphisms D1 ⊗ D2, or the outputs of D1 connect with the inputs of D2207

when their types all match to each other to form the sequential composition of morphisms D2 ◦ D1.208

The empty diagram is a unint of parallel composition and the diagram of a straight line is a unit of209

the sequential composition. Denote the set of rules listed in Figure 1, Figure 2, (1) and (2) by R. One210

can check that rewriting one diagram to another diagram according to the rules of R is an equivalence211

relation on diagrams in C[G]. We also call this equivalence as R, then the quotient category C = C[G]/R212

is a strict compact closed category. The qufinite ZX-calculus is seen as a graphical calculus based on213

the category C.214

3.2.3. Standard interpretation of qufinite ZX∆-calculus215

Let MatS be the category whose objects are non-zero natural numbers and whose morphisms
M : m→ n are n×m matrices taking values in a given commutative semiring S . The composition is
matrix multiplication, the monoidal product on objects and morphisms are multiplication of natural
numbers and the Kronecker product of matrices respectively. We give a standard interpretation J·K for
the qufinite ZX∆-calculus diagrams in MatS :

u

wwwwwww
v

m

n

−→αd
...

...

}

�������
~

=
d−1

∑
i=0

aj |i〉⊗m 〈i|⊗n , a0 = 1, ai ∈ S ,
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u

wwwwwww
v

m

n

...

...

d

}

�������
~

= ∑
0≤i1,··· ,im ,j1,··· ,jn≤d−1

i1+···+im≡j1+···+jn(mod d)

|i1, · · · , im〉 〈j1, · · · , jn| ,

u

w
v dj

}

�
~ =

d−1

∑
i=0
|i〉 〈i⊕ j| ,

t

d

|

= |0〉 〈0|+
d−1

∑
i=1

(|0〉+ |i〉) 〈i| ,

u

v

d

}

~ =
d−1

∑
i=0
|i〉 〈i| ,

u

v

st

ts
}

~ =
s−1

∑
k=0

t−1

∑
l=0
|kt + l〉 〈kl| ,

u

v

s

st

t

}

~ =
st−1

∑
k=0

∣∣∣∣[ kt ]
〉 ∣∣∣∣k− t[

k
t
]

〉
〈k| ,

t

·
·· ·

·

·

· ··

·

·
· ·

·

·

· |

= 1,

u

ww
v

s t

}

��
~ =

s−1

∑
k=0

t−1

∑
l=0
|kl〉 〈lk| ,

s

s s

{
=

s−1

∑
i=0
|i〉 |i〉 ,

s
ss
{
=

s−1

∑
i=0
〈i| 〈i| ,

JD1 ⊗ D2K = JD1K⊗ JD2K, JD1 ◦ D2K = JD1K ◦ JD2K,

where s, t ∈ N\{0}, 〈i| =
d︷ ︸︸ ︷

(0, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
i+1

, · · · , 0), |i〉 = (

d︷ ︸︸ ︷
(0, · · · , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

i+1

, · · · , 0))T , i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , d− 1}, and [r] is216

the integer part of a real number r.217

One can verify that the qufinite ZX∆-calculus is sound in the sense that for any two diagrams218

D1, D2 ∈ C, D1 = D2 must imply that JD1K = JD2K.219

3.2.4. Interpretation in terms of Consciousness model220

The qufinite ZX∆-calculus, as a compositional theory for processes, actually has the "other221

dependent" feature which is one of the key feature of consciousness described above: the generators of222

qufinite ZX∆-calculus are not specified by themselves. In contrast, each of them are specified by the223

others, as it is possible to observe in the rewriting rules. The non-generator diagrams (as processes)224

are produced by thus being dependent on the generators. Furthermore, each diagram with output225

but without input will represent a consciousness state, and a general diagram represents some sort226

of consciousness process. Compositionally, sequential composition of two diagrams represents two227

successive consciousness processes happened one after another, while parallel composition of two228

diagrams represents two successive consciousness processes happened simultaneously. This justifies229

our use of the framework of qufinite ZX∆-calculus as a compositional model for consciousness under230

the approach/assumption of "consciousness as fundamental".231

4. The Feature Binding232

4.1. Unbinding the Binding Problem233

Unity of consciousness is commonly associated with, but not reduced to, the binding properties234

of perception, neurons and brain regions. The so-called binding problem [32,33]. In a materialistic235

and reductionist formulation, the problem is stated as the need of a neural mechanism from which236

unified experiences emerge by a combination of separated elements, e.g. how to bind different features237

of a perceived object, such as colour and shape (Figure 3A). This corresponds to a low level of the238

combination aspect of the binding problem [33]. A high level would be another instance where these239
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combined objects are thought to be bound with other background features, as well as emotional240

feelings to create one single unified phenomenal subjective experience [34]. This is the phenomenal241

unity of the combination problem [32,34], the intuition that regardless of the distinct neural paths, our242

experiences are integrate-wholes. This is the subjective or phenomenal binding problem. According243

to this construction, the subjective unified experience seems inconsistent with the many separate brain244

activities from which the whole experience is thought to emerge, there is not a single module or region245

where that integration may take place [33,35]. Furthermore, there is a segregation aspect of binding, i.e.246

having a blue square and a red triangle how one can recognize that the blue belongs to the square and247

the red to the triangle and not vice versa [33,35,36]. In other words, how sensory inputs are allocated248

to recognize “discrete objects” and not just a collection of separated colours and shapes (Figure 3B).249

Mechanistically, the question is how cells and neurons recognize that they are being activated either250

by different objects or by only one complex object. This is a discrimination issue, the feature binding251

problem, associated with distinctive properties of experience. Both, the combination and segregation,252

are considered part of one and the same binding problem. Hence, the question becomes to understand253

how properties of objects are first combined, then segregated to later being recombined or unified in254

one whole experience together with all the extra features of the experienced context.255

Figure 3. The Feature Binding Problem. A) The combining aspect of binding is about how cells
and neurons integrate different features, for instance, shape and colour. Based on the assumption of
independent neurons or modular brain regions processing different features, the integration may take
place if neurons corresponding to each feature are simultaneously activated. In the upper figure, a red
triangle activates the triangle shape neuron and the colour red neuron, in lower figure an example for
blue square. B) The problem arises when the triangle and the square are presented simultaneously,
first with one combination of colours (top) and then inverting them (bottom). In both cases, all the
neurons or regions are activated at the same time. Therefore, the question becomes how the brain can
segregate each colour to the corresponding shape. One alternative is a combination coding, such as new
layers of neurons would bind the previous ones. Another is binding by synchrony, i.e. neurons with
correlated firing would bind features together. Unfortunately, for these and other possible solutions,
there are theoretical and empirical concerns. The main objection is indeed the original assumption of
independent processing features or modular paths.

Unfortunately, these two aspects and versions of the problem are not always differentiated,256

making the discussion sometimes ambiguous [37]. In this line, Revonsuo and others clearly stated257

different related binding problems, some associated with consciousness and others not. At least three258

levels are distinguished: phenomenal, neural and cognitive [32]. In turns that Feldman describes four259

binding problems [33]: Coordination, Subjective, Feature and Variable binding, all of them regarded260

to different tasks, time scales and brain circuits. According to these definitions, different models are261

trying to solve the questions about combination and segregation, mainly regarding feature binding.262

Some of them are combination coding, population coding, binding by synchrony [38], and feature263
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integration model [39]. However, none of them is theoretically and empirically satisfactory, they seem264

acting at different hierarchical levels and stages of perception [35,36], leaving important open questions265

that need to be reconsidered in light of new compositional and diagrammatic concepts presented in266

previous and next section (Section 4.2). To avoid any confusion, our focus will be the feature binding267

regarding the combination and segregation aspects, while the subjective/phenomenal problem is268

leaved for a future discussion.269

4.2. A Toy model for Feature Binding270

The original version of feature binding problem comes from the apparent modular codification271

observed in neurons of the primary visual cortex, which seemed to respond selectively to single272

features, such as colour or shape. It creates the paradox that any original combination or relationships273

between stimuli features are lost when decomposed into independent modules, and the need of274

recombination somewhere later [37]. Nevertheless, this modular independence is misleading and275

disconfirmed by modern experiments [40–42]. The same neuron is activated by multiple stimuli and276

features, and indeed it is also concurrently selective to combinations of features [37]. The brain works277

in parallel where different circuits and tasks are performed simultaneously. Therefore, the unbinding,278

the separations of the causes of an input, seems more relevant than binding itself [33].279

Unity of consciousness may be naturally described as a result of composition. In this sense, an280

application of our framework is given as a tentative solution for a toy model of the feature binding281

problem, which additionally is seen as a part of that unity. Assume there are two choices for colour:282

green and red; and two choices for shape: square and triangle. The scenario of the feature binding283

is as follows: given a shape and a colour at the same time, say, square and red, one can perceive a284

combined object– red square; given two combined objects, say green square and red triangle, one can285

perceive the two objects simultaneously. Then the binding problem is simply restated as: what is the286

mechanism/transformation for realising the above scenario?287

One alternative to solve this question borrows an idea from quantum theory. Firstly, the two
shapes are encoded into a two-state system A2: square 7→ |0〉 , triangle 7→ |1〉 . Secondly, the two
colours into another two-state system B2: green 7→ |0〉 , red 7→ |1〉 . Thirdly, the combined objects
are described as a four-state system C4: green square 7→ |0〉 , red square 7→ |1〉 , green triangle 7→
|2〉 , red triangle 7→ |3〉 . Then the binding mechanism is realised by the following linear map:

L : A2 ⊗ B2 −→ C4

|00〉 7→ |0〉
|01〉 7→ |1〉
|10〉 7→ |2〉
|11〉 7→ |3〉

Here two combined objects presented at the same time are modelled by the superposition of
the two states representing the two objects. For example, a green square and red triangle shown
simultaneously are represented as |00〉 + |11〉. Then one can check that the linear map L is the
mechanism that realises the binding: given green square and red triangle simultaneously, a green
square and a red triangle is obtained simultaneously via L; the other cases are similar. As one can see
clearly from section 3.2.3, the linear map L is just the standard interpretation of the following generator
in the ZX∆-calculus:

4

22

This toy model is generalised to a generic situation:

L : As ⊗ Bt −→ Cst

|ij〉 7→ |it + j〉
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diagrammatically represented by the generator:288

st

ts

where 0 ≤ i ≤ s− 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ t− 1.289

5. Conclusions290

Across these pages, the framework of qufinite ZX∆-calculus was introduced and a preliminary291

application is presented by providing a solution to a toy model of the feature biding problem. The292

framework is based on arbitrary commutative semirings as a compositional model of consciousness,293

making the emphasis on its potential use for mathematical and structural studies of consciousness.294

The philosophy behind our framework is taken from the Yogacara school of Buddhism, assuming295

consciousness as fundamental and characterizing the main feature of consciousness as other-dependent.296

Therefore, generators and processes become abstract mathematical structures, independent of their297

realizations. Moreover, our approach is related, almost tautologically, to quantum theory, since298

the qufinite ZX∆-calculus is a unification of all dimensional qudit ZX-calculus, which are graphical299

languages for quantum theory when interpreted in Hilbert spaces. Thus, part of the reconstruction goal300

pursued by conscious agent model is reached here for free, only invoking phenomenal aspects. In other301

words, our approach to consciousness processes and quantum theory share a similar mathematical302

structure. Because of its other-dependent feature and sufficient generality, our framework may pave a303

good way for further research on scientific study of consciousness. One obvious further step would be304

to tackle the phenomenal binding problem, as well as developing a comparison with the conscious305

agent model [3,27]. Furthermore, it is worth trying to generalise the qufinite ZX∆-calculus to infinite306

dimensional case, from which standard quantum mechanics might be recovered. These conclusions307

and interpretations may also inspire great debate and we are willing to motivate that discussions.308
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